
6 Reasons You Can’t Miss the Biggest
Construction Technology Conference in
2020

Get Ready for Your Virtual Viewpoint Collaborate Experience!

It’s that time of year again, but this year is different.

While dealing with a pandemic is new, uncharted territory for all of us in the industry, some things
remain the same: Viewpoint’s dedication to the construction industry and providing the best
possible construction conference for our community of construction professionals. Thus, enter

Viewpoint Collaborate 2020.

We’re breaking down barriers to modern construction management, shining spotlights on key
industry experts and keynote speakers, and keeping you safe with one of the biggest, virtual

construction conferences of 2020. Here are six key reasons you should register for

Viewpoint Collaborate taking place on September 22-23.:

1. Experience the Conference From the
Comforts of Your Home Office
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With Collaborate virtual this year, attendees can save
valuable time and avoid travel headaches.

Instead of packing your bags, standing in security and hopping on a plane early in the wee hours of
the morning, save your valuable time and money and stay safe by attending this year’s conference
remotely from the comforts of your own home. All you need is your computer and an internet

connection — just like with our ViewpointOne suite of construction management solutions! All
presenters will have their cameras on. So, you’ll be able to see the session leaders during each of
the sessions to enhance your virtual experience.

2. Get Inspired and Work Differently

We’ll showcase the latest in construction technological advancements and ideas to help you grow
your business and improve the way you work — no matter what your role in your construction
organization is. From detailed construction data analytics to streamlining IT and HR processes to
boosting field productivity to building a diverse and inclusive work environment and more — this is
your chance to enhance your role with technology. And we’re offering specific product sessions
tailored to finance, office and field professionals in the industry that will challenge you to think a bit
differently about your role.

3. The Cost to Attend: Zero Dollars

This year, the conference is free. Not only do you save travel time and expenses, this year, there is
no need to convince your boss to grant a budget for this conference. Instead, just hop online, login
and learn how to work smarter, not harder in construction. And because of this, more folks at your
company can attend and bring the full value of Collaborate back to your business by putting what
they’ve learned into practice!

4. Our Keynote Speaker Inspired an Iconic
Film Starring Actor Will Smith

https://www.viewpoint.com/viewpointone?redirected=y


We’ll be shining a virtual spotlight on Chris Gardner, author of critically acclaimed Pursuit of
Happyness, the book that influenced the movie of the same name starring Will Smith. Gardner is
not only an author but an entrepreneur, exhilarating speaker and philanthropist. You’ll have an
opportunity to listen to his experiences, wisdom and advice to motivate and inspire you in your
pursuits in the construction industry and beyond.

5. Attend Sessions in Industry- or Product-
Specific Tracks While Earning CPE Credit

Collaborate attendees can enjoy the full educational
experience from the comforts of their own homes.

From industry thought leadership tracks that focus on key construction issues and adapting to
shifts in the industry to product specific sessions, you’ll be inspired to take your work and

construction organization to new heights. Extend your construction knowledge by picking from

34 sessions over two days, ranging from intermediate to advanced. Similar to Collaborate
conferences in the past, you’ll earn CPE credit for taking courses, virtually.

6. More Minds are Better Than One...Two...or
Three

With a virtual conference, the sky is the limit. Unlike in-person conferences, there isn’t a cap on
attendees due to space or a rush to get the best seats in classrooms. Network with more peers
than ever from similar backgrounds and gain ideas from those with different perspectives. From
project managers to human resource representatives to owners, gain a better understanding from
those in the industry in your role and beyond.

If you are still not convinced that attending Viewpoint Collaborate this year is key, please

visit the event’s information page. Better yet, don’t forget to sign up for this amazing
opportunity to advance your construction industry and product knowledge. See you on-
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screen next month!
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